the public' by alsop architects

'the public' is an art gallery located in west bromich, england by alsop architects. the new building was designed around the concept of a 'box of delights'. within its simple rectangular shell, the building is filled with a wide variety of different spaces, forms, curves and textures to delight the senses. form the outside the façade is all black aluminium cladding, which is done by blob-like windows trimmed in magenta. there is also a series of metal protrusions on the back wall. the interior is designed for a variety of programming, which is linked together with a long and winding ramp.

foster + partners to masterplan sustainable state capital in india

foster and partners has been hired to masterplan the capital of a new state of india. located on the sunny tropical island of andaman and nicobar, the project comprises a series of ecologically sensitive buildings. the complex will provide public buildings, residential spaces, hospitality facilities and sports venues, and will be a hub for archaeological and cultural tourism.

stream live a lecture with david chipperfield at designboom

designboom is excited to announce it will display the working processes of david chipperfield architects. the video will be streamed live at designboom. with a mix of interviews, field trips and workshops, we will offer a rare behind-the-scenes look at the design and working processes of the world's leading architects. you can find out more and register here.

watch now! vicenza exhibition to celebrate david chipperfield architects
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